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24 September
Oil futures rebounded in New York after dropping for a fifth day in six 
yesterday.

Asia’s benchmark stock index swung between gains and losses as 
gains in financial shares offset weaker German business confidence 
that curbed the earnings outlook for exporters.

Diplomats from China and Japan are meeting today amid rising 
tensions over a territorial dispute, as dozens of Chinese and Taiwanese 
vessels approached the islands at the center of the spat.

California boosted its sale of tax- free general-obligation bonds to 
$1.75 billion at an all-time low interest rate of 3.72 percent on 30-year 
debt, the state treasurer’s office said.

25 September
The Australian dollar fell to a two-week low and domestic bonds 
advanced as concern political clashes are hampering attempts to 
resolve Europe’s debt crisis sapped demand for riskier assets.

Japanese stocks fell as more than 900 companies in the Topix Index 
trade ex-dividend today, and amid concern stimulus measures by 
central banks from the U.S. to Europe and Asia won’t be enough to 
ensure global economic growth.

Asian stocks fell amid concern stimulus measures by central banks 
from the U.S to Asia and Europe won’t be enough to boost global 
economic growth and as more than 900 companies in Japan’s Topix 
Index trade ex-dividend today.

The euro was 0.1 percent from the lowest level in almost two weeks as 
weakening economic data and political uncertainty in the currency 
bloc underscored the deepening impact of the debt crisis.

26 September
The euro traded 0.4 percent from a two-week low against the dollar as 
protests against European austerity measures added to obstacles for 
leaders seeking to stem the region’s debt crisis.

Japanese stocks erased losses after a report that profit fell at Chinese 
industrial companies, fanning speculation policy makers will take steps 
to boost growth in Asia’s biggest economy.

Woongjin Coway Co. plunged by the daily limit in Seoul trading after 
the South Korean water- purifier maker’s parent filed for bankruptcy 
protection.
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Nomura Holdings Inc., Japan’s biggest brokerage, is planning to cut 
as many as 30 jobs in part of its Americas equities division this week 
amid a global reorganization, according to people briefed on the 
plan.

27 September
Chinese equities in New York rallied for the first time this week on 
speculation the government will take further steps to revive the 
economy and bolster stocks trading near their cheapest level in six 
years.

China’s stocks fell, sending the benchmark index to its biggest quarterly 
loss in a year, on investor disappointment after the government 
didn’t announce measures to boost the stock market as had been 
speculated.

In 1984, Yoshihiko Noda was part of a Japanese youth group visiting 
China welcomed by an up-and- coming official named Hu Jintao. 
Now leaders of their nations, the two are locked in a conflict over 
barren islands that threatens to undermine a legacy of 40 years of 
diplomatic ties.

Oil climbed for a second day in New York and headed for the biggest 
quarterly gain this year before a report forecast to show personal 
spending rose in the U.S., signaling an economic recovery that may 
boost fuel demand.

28 September
Nippon Steel Corp., which today formally combines with Sumitomo 
Metal Industries Ltd., will push to accelerate cost cuts in a bid to 
become more competitive with steelmakers in China and South 
Korea.

China’s manufacturing contracted a second month for the first time 
since 2009, a government survey indicated, increasing pressure for 
measures to reverse a deepening economic slowdown.

Treasuries held gains from last week before an industry report 
economists said will show U.S. manufacturing shrank in September, 
after data in Japan and Australia signaled a slowdown at factories.

A group of companies led by Noble Group Ltd. and Posco Australia 
Pty offered A$1.01 billion ($1.05 billion) in cash for Arrium Ltd., the 
Australian company previously known as OneSteel Ltd.


